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Robustness of different regression modelling
strategies in epidemiology: a time-series analysis
of hospital admissions and air pollutants in
Lisbon (1999–2004)
Susana M. Sarmentoa*, Tona G. Verburga, S. Marta Almeidab,
Maria C. Freitasb and Hubert Th. Wolterbeeka

Studies of the acute health effects of air pollution have used exposure windows of different spans and related them to
single-day responses. Little is known about whether an increased response window span might be a viable alternative to
single-day responses. Our aim is to compare a new model specification where both the exposure and response variables are
represented as 7 daymoving averages (CMA&CMAmodel) with themost widely usedmodel specifications in the literature,
where the response variable is usually a single-day, in terms of coefficients and their precision and robustness. To this end,
daily series of 12 emergency-related hospital admissions and 6 air pollutants spanning 5.5 years in Lisbon were analysed
through single-pollutant linear regression and, when necessaryM-estimation.With our data, the CMA&CMAmodel yields
coefficients that are very close to models where only the exposure variable is specified as a moving average whether the
latter are estimated by OLS or robust M-estimation. In addition, the CMA&CMAmodel leads to more precise and robust
estimates than other model specifications. The new model specification is a straightforward tool for adjusting weekend
effects and errors. It is also analogous to robust estimation, with the added advantages of being sensitive to extreme values
that are clustered in time, and leading tomore precise and robust estimates without loss of high-frequency information. One
drawback is the induction of autocorrelation in the residuals. Copyright � 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental protection agencies recommend averaging times for each air pollutant (AP) on the basis of their usefulness for specific

purposes (e.g. acute or chronic human health protection or vegetation protection) and on considerations of the time-scales at which

APs fluctuate (WHO, 2005). For the purpose of human health protection, the choice of the averaging times for APs appears to be trapped in a

circular reasoning because most epidemiological and toxicological studies tend to use the recommended averaging times whereas the

recommended averaging times are based on epidemiological and toxicological studies. The regulatory agencies themselves acknowledge that

some degree of subjectivity underlies the setting of this recommendation (WHO, 2005). Historically, the recommended averaging time for

acute human health effects has been 24 h, which is the minimum time-unit for which clinical health data are routinely available. Recently,

however, epidemiological studies have been using exposures longer than 1 day, either in the form of moving averages (MAs) or distributed

lags (DLMs) and have consistently found that effects of APs increase as the time-span of the exposure window is increased (e.g. Goodman

et al., 2004 and references therein). Such studies, though using exposures of several days or even weeks, always specify the health response

variable as a single-day (known exceptions to use are Roberts, 2005; Schwartz, 2000a). In this context, we present a new (except for

Schwartz, 2000a) model specification (CMA&CMA) where both the exposure and response variables are 7 day centred MAs. In this article

we first present the a priori motivation for choosing the CMA&CMA model specification and then we compare it with the most widely used

model specifications in the literature, where the response variable is always specified as a single-day, whereas the exposure variable is

specified as either single-days at different lags, MAs or DLMs. Because our aim is to compare model specifications, which differ solely in the

way the exposure and response variables are specified in time, our modelling strategies diverge somewhat from those commonly found in

studies aimed at causal inference or prediction.
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2. METHODS

2.1. Data description

All data spanned the period between the 1st January 1999 and 30th June 2004.

Daily counts of hospital admissions (HAs) in 7 public hospitals in Lisbon were kindly provided by the Administração Central do Sistema

de Saúde in Portugal and were aggregated into the following diagnostic categories (ICD9-CM): respiratory (460-519), circulatory (390-459)

and cardiac diseases (390-429) and into the age-groups: <15, 15-64, >64 and total; yielding a total of 12 HAs categories.

Hourly concentrations of six APs: PM10, SO2, NO, NO2, CO and O3 were obtained from the National Environmental Institute. For each

monitoring station, daily concentrations were obtained by calculating the 24 h mean for PM10 and SO2 and the daily 1 h maximum for the

other APs. Spatial averaging across Lisbon was performed over the three central-site monitors that measured all APs throughout the entire

study period: Avenida da Liberdade, Entrecampos and Olivais. These calculations were performed according to the recommendation of

WHO (1999).

Daily mean temperature and relative humidity were obtained from the National Institute of Meteorology.

2.2. Model specifications

The aim of this paper is to compare the statistical output of the fivemodel specifications described below, by running each model specification

on the 72 HA–AP relationships available (12HAx6APs). The five model specifications differ in terms of the way the exposure and response

variables are specified in time.

1. CMA&CMA: HAs and APs are both specified as 7 day centred moving averages (CMAs). Model includes only two terms: an AP and a

constant, since weekday-related fluctuations are smoothed by the 7 days window of the CMA. This model specification is the reference

model against which all other model specifications below are compared with, because this is the least known model specification.

2. O&CMA: HAs are specified as single-day values, whereas the APs are specified as CMAs. Model includes three terms: a constant,

a workday dummy and an AP.

3. O&DLM: HAs and APs are both specified as single-day values. Model includes a constant, a workday dummy and seven terms for the AP

lagged from 0 to 6 days. Estimation was performed without constraining the coefficients since we were only interested in the net-slope

across all lags.

4. Single-day lags: HAs and APs are both specified as single-day values. Model includes a constant, a workday dummy and one term for the

AP at one of 0 to 6 lags. Therefore, for this model specification and for each AP, seven single-day lag models were computed, one for each

lagged value of the AP.

5. Best-lag: single-day lag model that, for a given HA–AP relationship, yielded the highest slope among the seven single-day lag models

described in item 4. The use of the highest slope as the criterion for choosing the ‘best’ lag is a usual procedure in the literature (Lumley

and Sheppard, 2000).

Because CMA&CMA and O&CMA models include backward lags, additional model specifications were also assessed, namely:

FMA&PMA and O&PMAmodels. The results of these models are mentioned when relevant but their formal results are not presented for the

sake of brevity. We preferred to present the results of models using CMAvariables because CMA does not induce a shift in the series and, as a

result, they are more strongly correlated with the original variables than FMA or PMA variables.

2.3. Data manipulation

The 7 day centred moving average (CMA) database was created from the original (O) database by replacing each daily observation by the

mean over k¼ 7 days (window) and attributing this mean to the (kþ1)/2 day. The 7 day prior and forward moving average (PMA and FMA)

were calculated in the same way but the mean was attributed to either the 7th (PMA) or 1st day (FMA) of the window. CMA, PMA and FMA

were only calculated when there were no missing values within their windows.

Because our aim is to compare model specifications, it is essential that slopes are comparable between them. To achieve this we normalised

all variables in all databases (original, CMA, PMA and FMA) to mean one. Slopes obtained from such normalised variables correspond to

elasticities and may be converted into their original slopes by: Elasticity ¼ b X

Y
(e.g. Lipfert, 1993).

Although our aim is not causal inference, we felt it important to adjust for any eventual seasonal patterns. We opted for month stratification

because it requires few assumptions, adjusts for confounding, effect modification and non-linearities simultaneously and yields simple

estimates that are easy to compare. Month stratification does not, however, adjust for potential inter-annual trends. Nevertheless, the method

and extent of long-wave adjustment are believed not to be important for the purposes of this article as it will affect all model specifications

being compared in a similar manner. Furthermore, because the results of the comparison between model specifications are identical for all

month strata, we present results only for the January stratum (January1999, January2000,. . ., January2004). Since month stratification

implicitly controls for weather effects, and temperature and humidity show very low variability in the January stratum (Table 1), these two

variables were not considered in any of the analyses.

Adjustment for weekday effects was made by using a single dummy variable distinguishing weekends from workdays, which captures the

major weekly fluctuation. To reiterate, because our aim is to compare model specifications rather than perform causal inference, it is

irrelevant whether we use one dummy or the traditional six dummy variables for each weekday type, as long as all model specifications are

treated in the same way the result of the comparisons remains unchanged (results not shown).
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2.4. Statistical analyses and software

Linear (OLS) regression was used to estimate the 72 HA–AP relationships across the five model specifications. While most studies have used

Poisson or Negative Binomial regression to constrain predictions to positive values, our aim is neither causal nor predictive research, thus this

advantage is irrelevant (e.g. Chapter 10 Rothman, 2002). Furthermore, slopes from linear regression may be approximated to Poisson or

Negative Binomial slopes times the mean of the dependent variable (e.g. page 89 Cameron and Trivedi 1998). As a check, we compared the

slopes (using the approximation) and t-values of the slopes obtained from linear regression and Poisson regression with a paired-sample

t-test: we found no statistically significant (1%) differences between these two types of regression for O&CMA and CMA&CMA models.

In a final comparison we performed M-estimation using Huber’s and Tukey’s Biweight weighing schemes. M-estimation was used because it

has become a common procedure in the literature and one that has an impact on the value of all statistics including the slopes.

The statistical significance level for evaluation of each HA–AP relationship within each model specification was set at 1%, owing to the

large number of significance tests performed; for all other tests a 5% significance level was used.

Analyses were performed in: Excel 2003, MatLab 7.0.1 and R 2.6.2.

3. RESULTS

Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.

3.1. Reasoning for the a priori choice of the CMA&CMA model

In this section we present the two major theoretical reasons that motivated us to evaluate the CMA&CMA model specification, namely: the

ability of MAs to smooth potential influential values and noise in the data and the possibility that ecological studies may lack the temporal

resolution to link responses and exposures on such a fine scale as single days. We end the section with a description of some anticipated

disadvantages of the CMA&CMA model.

3.1.1. Noise and errors

The epidemiologist rarely participates in the sampling or recording of data and often has no access to retrospective information on the sources

of inaccuracies and imprecision. For these reasons, major investments should be made on inspecting data quality and potentially adapt the

analyses to these inspections. One such adaptation is the literature’s regular use ofM-estimation, which gives less weight to extreme values in

the dependent variable (e.g. Samoli et al., 2001; Schwartz, 2000b).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the daily levels of APs (mgm�3), temperature (8C), relative humidity (%) and hospital admissions

counts in the January stratum of the original dataset

N Sum Mean Median Min Max SD-Oa SD-CMAa K-S statisticb

PM10 186 49.27 43.79 11.05 152.24 25.73 15.46 0.093

SO2 180 11.07 5.67 0.04 124.47 15.18 10.82 0.234

NO 186 233.64 174.13 8.67 799.57 194.11 101.08 0.154

NO2 186 95.11 87.18 24.67 270.67 46.21 32.31 0.132

CO 186 2910.09 1980.33 363.00 11102.67 2498.30 1669.07 0.168

O3 153 40.67 40.00 4.00 77.50 17.67 12.78 0.064�

Temperature 186 11.07 11.25 4.50 16.75 2.53 1.86 0.056�

Humidity 186 79.81 81.13 48.75 98.00 10.25 6.77 0.083

Respiratory<15 186 382 2.05 2 0 8 1.78 0.86 0.185

Respiratory15-64 186 1954 10.51 10 3 23 3.98 1.63 0.104

Respiratory>64 186 1122 6.03 5 1 15 2.67 1.15 0.138

RespiratoryTotal 186 3458 18.59 18 5 34 5.78 3.01 0.076

Circulatory<15 186 2815 15.13 15 5 31 4.69 2.79 0.086

Circulatory15-64 186 1674 9.00 9 2 21 3.54 1.56 0.098

Circulatory>64 186 1082 5.82 6 0 17 2.79 1.21 0.100

Circulatory Total 186 5571 29.95 29 13 49 7.29 3.44 0.068�

Cardiac<15 186 2629 14.13 14 4 27 4.47 2.68 0.084

Cardiac15-64 186 905 4.87 5 0 14 2.58 1.07 0.130

Cardiac>64 186 866 4.66 4 0 14 2.43 1.07 0.125

Cardiac Total 186 4400 23.66 23 9 40 6.21 2.92 0.065�

aStandard deviation (SD) of the original (O) dataset and of the 7 days centred moving average dataset (CMA).
bKolgomorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistic for the original dataset where � denotes that the null hypothesis of normality cannot be rejected at the 5%
significance level.
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In the case of APs, measurements require good quality assurance practices, as they are vulnerable to a wide range of technical problems

and meteorological influences (EEA, 1998). Although daily AP concentrations are averaged over hourly measurements and monitors, which

smoothes any eventual unusual observations, our data presents several instances of values that may be considered suspicious, as illustrated in

Figure 1.

HAs, on the other hand, are known to be particularly vulnerable to errors during data recording, but they are also subject to other more

complex interferences. It must be borne in mind that the diagnostics are relatively unspecific to APs and even to acute AP exposures. Even

after seasonal adjustment, a fraction of daily HAs may be due to APs acting at other time-scales (sub-daily to chronic) and another fraction

may be due to other health determinants altogether (assuming a single causal factor). Errors, mixing of time-scales and health determinants,

allied to the rare count nature of HAs which is summed rather than averaged, over time and hospitals, may contribute to the deterioration of

data quality. Our HAs data, however, appear to be rather devoid of outliers and though they do present autocorrelation at frequencies 47

days, part of their variability may be noise (Figure 2).

Since extreme values, which can be either much higher or much lower than the mean, as well as noise could have dubious impact on the

results, the advantages of the CMA&CMA model specification are that it is able to smooth both these effects and in both the exposure and

response variables. Furthermore, because each data point becomes an average of seven observations, the error associated with each

observation is smaller. Consequently, one would expect an increased accuracy and stability of estimates with the CMA&CMA model

specification compared to other model specifications. Another important property of MAs is that it smoothes extreme values that are isolated

to a greater extent than extreme values that are clustered in time, as illustrated in Figures 1. This is desirable because, in the absence of further

information, the first situation is more likely to reflect an error than a ‘true’ observation compared to the second situation. This property of

MAs is not shared by robust estimation methods such as M-estimation.

3.1.2. Response duration or exposure duration?

A recent trend in acute epidemiological studies of air pollution has been to model single-day health responses with exposures of multiple

days, either as MAs or DLMs. Such asymmetrical models are based on the assumption that the associations occur on a 1 day-to-1 day basis at

the individual level, but owing to the likely existence of multiple susceptibility subgroups in large populations, different time-intervals (lags)

are allowed to exist between the single-day’s exposure and the single-day’s response (Roberts, 2005). This reasoning implies that for a given

exposure day, the health response has a duration of more than 1 day at the population level. It is unclear to us why thenMAs are applied to the

exposure variable instead of the response variable (DLMs would not be possible for the response variable). As Lipfert (1993) pointed out, for

stationary time-series, summing or averaging the APs over a number of days is equivalent to adding responses for the same number of days.

Our scepticism with the approach described above stems from the difficulty in knowing, at least in ecological studies, whether what is

being measured by such models is: (1) a 1 day-to-1 day individual-level relationship in a population with multiple induction periods

(response duration), as is often argued; or (2) a 1 day-to-kdays individual-level relationships in a population with multiple exposure duration

requirements. We feel that it might be a mixture of both for the reasons that follow.

Figure 1. Sequential plot of daily levels of NO in the January stratum and close-up for the year 2003. Both the original data (O) and the CMA data are plotted

as well as the mean concentration for each weekday type.
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Firstly, if AP exposure consisted of daily episodic events intercalated by absent or sub-threshold exposures, the idea that exposures on a single

day could elicit health responses on any number of days would be straightforward. However, AP exposure is permanent and usually displays a

healthy degree of autocorrelation in the short term. In this scenario, is it realistic to expect that we can distinguish the effect of 1 day’s exposure

from the effect of exposure on neighbouring days?Moreover, not only the level, but also the duration of exposure over several days is likely to be

important for health responses (Cox, 2000), and different susceptibility subgroups in the population may also differ in this respect.

Secondly, our HAs display a curious weekly pattern. As shown in Figure 3, HAs counts are lower on weekends compared to working days,

and the difference is statistically significant (p(t) < 5%). With the exception of NO and NO2, APs levels on weekends and working days are

not statistically different. This is not an uncommon observation. In fact, even under the extreme pollution and weather conditions of London

1952, emergency-related HAs, but not mortality, displayed drops on Sundays (Lipfert, 1993). This suggested to us that the date of admission

may be quite versatile because of variations in the functioning of hospital services and variations in the time interval between the

development of symptoms and actual admission (i.e. latent period) due to personal circumstances and subjective perception of well-being

(induction and latent periods as defined in Chapter 4 Rothman, 2002). The weekend effect could be the clearest manifestation of the impact of

such factors but there is no reason why it should not occur to some extent every day. This further suggested to us that, even if the induction

periods were known, such factors could lead to unpredictable shifts in admission dates of at least 1–3 days, which could effectively blur any

attempts to attribute a particular day’s admission to a particular day’s exposure.

In this context, the advantage of the CMA&CMA model specification is that it bypasses the need to make assumptions regarding the

underlying time-scale of associations and what they represent (e.g. induction periods or exposure duration?), which may be an impossible

endeavour in ecological studies involving such large heterogeneous populations and such long follow-up periods. It does so by allowing each

daily observation to embody the overall weekly context in which both exposures and responses arise.

A MAwindow of 7 days was selected because: (1) it can give considerable flexibility for varying exposure duration requirements and latent/

induction periods; (2) 7 days is still considered an acute time-scale for associations (WHO, 2005) and (3) MAs of 7 days in both APs and HAs

can adjust for biases arising fromweekly fluctuations, thus bypassing the need for dummy variables for weekdays. It is also advisable to choose a

model specification a priori rather than choose the ‘best’ one by resorting to multiple testing (Lumley and Sheppard, 2000; Smith et al., 2000).

3.1.3. Anticipated disadvantages of the CMA&CMA model

We anticipated two limitations of the CMA&CMAmodel specification: (1) loss of relevant information precisely in the high-frequency range

of acute effects; and (2) the introduction of autocorrelation (however non-independence of the residuals does not affect the coefficients but

only their standard errors and therefore significance test). In addition, this model specification deliberately abandons any attempt to locate the

associations at the daily level, as each daily observation of both the exposure and response variables are now averages of 7 days. Having these

Figure 2. Sequential plot of daily levels of selected hospital admission counts of Respiratory<15 in the January stratum and close-up for the year 2000. Both

the original data (O) and the CMA data are plotted as well as the mean count for each weekday type.
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advantages and disadvantages in mind, we proceeded to the comparison of the CMA&CMA model with the most widely used model

specifications in the field.

3.2. Comparison of model specifications

Studies of the acute health effects of air pollution have used a wide range of specifications and time spans to represent exposure windows and

lag-intervals. We compare most such specifications by keeping the span of the exposure window and lag-interval fixed at 7 and 0 days,

respectively; except for the single-day lagmodel specificationwhere the exposurewindow is of 1 day and the lag interval varies from 0 to 6 days.

This section begins with a comparison of the intercepts and slopes obtained from each model specification with those obtained from the

CMA&CMA model. Then we proceed with an exploration of potential mathematical explanations for any differences or similarities found

between model specifications.

All the results presented refer to the January stratum for the sake of brevity, since results and conclusions are unchanged when other month

strata are analysed. OLS linear regression was used in all analyses and its estimates are statistically indistinguishable from those that would

be obtained through maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) for Poisson or Negative Binomial regression.

3.2.1. General results

Wewished to assess how the different model specifications compared to each other with respect to the intercept and slope. In order to do so,

we compared each model specification at a time with the CMA&CMA model (reference model). The comparisons were performed by a

simple linear regression where the y-variable was the intercepts or slopes obtained with the CMA&CMA model and the x-variable was the

intercepts or slopes of one of the other alternative model specifications. From this regression, we calculated the degree of linear agreement

(R2) and slope between the intercepts (Bint) and slopes (Bslopes) obtained from each model specification relative to those obtained from the

CMA&CMA model. Only those HA–AP relationships that showed a significant (1%) relationship for both model specifications being

compared were considered in these regressions. The results of these comparisons are displayed in Figure 4.

In general, the slopes obtained from models with a 7 day exposure window (i.e. O&CMA and O&DLM) form a tight linear relationship

that is fairly close to one, with the slopes estimated by the CMA&CMA model. On the other hand, all single-day lag models consistently

estimate substatially lower slopes compared to all models that use a 7 day exposure window (i.e. CMA&CMA, O&CMA and O&DLM).

A similar description applies to the comparison of estimated intercepts.

Three conclusions may be derived from Figure 4.

First, O&CMA and O&DLM models yield very similar slopes (Bslopes¼0.92) despite the slight mismatch in the days their exposure

windows include (if we replace O&CMA by O&PMA, Bslopes¼ 0.96). This finding is intuitive and reflects the equivalence between

Figure 3. Mean hospital admission counts (total age-groups) (top graph) and mean APs’ concentrations (bottom graph) for each weekday type in the January

stratum, both normalised to mean one to help visualisation
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‘aggregating estimates or estimating aggregates’ (Cox, 2000). Nevertheless, some authors appear not to have recognised this equivalence or

appreciated its implications (e.g. Roberts, 2005; Braga et al., 2001).

Second, an exposure window of multiple days expressed either as a MA or as the net-slope of DLMs consistently yields substantially

higher slopes than a single-day exposure window. This finding has been reported in numerous studies and in the next section we will attempt

to find a mathematical explanation for it.

Finally, what is new in Figure 4 is that the concomitant averaging of the HAs in the CMA&CMAmodel, in addition to the averaging of the

APs, does not lead to substantial changes in estimates compared to O&CMA and O&DLM models (Bslope¼ 0.95 and 0.87, respectively).

These results are qualitatively unchanged, when we replace CMA&CMA and O&CMA models by FMA&PMA and O&PMA models,

respectively (not shown).

3.2.2. Smoothing the exposure window: comparison of single-day lags with O&CMA models

As described above, on average, slopes estimated from models that use a 7 day exposure window (CMA&CMA, O&CMA and O&DLM)

are substantially higher than those obtained from single-day exposurewindows (Figure 4). Because CMA&CMAmodels yield slopes that are

very close to those obtained from O&CMA and O&DLM models, it must be concluded that the increase in slopes is mostly due to the

averaging of the APs.

The tendency for models to display larger slopes as the span of the exposure window increases is a common observation in the literature

(Goodman et al., 2004 and references therein). The prevailing explanation for this phenomenon is conceptual: longer exposure windows are

able to capture single-day responses due to single-day exposures at multiple lag-intervals, where the latter are thought to reflect multiple

induction periods in a heterogeneous population (Roberts, 2005; Goodman et al., 2004). This explanation has been the major justification for

causal studies to report the optimum exposure window, i.e. the one that gives the largest slope.

We feel there are two major problems with this explanation. First, it is questionable whether it can be proven solely on the basis of ecological

data. Secondly, we also find it questionable whether it is sound to compare models involving different exposure windows because: (1) although

they pertain to the same exposure, averaging (CMA or DLM) leads to different datasets with different statistical properties; and (2) the

associations may reflect the same phenomenon occurring at different time-scales, which may be equally valid but not directly comparable.

Assuming it is indeed sound to compare models with different exposure specifications we hypothesised whether mathematical

explanations rather than the prevailing explanation described above might contribute to the fairly systematic finding that longer exposure

windows yield larger slopes than shorter ones. Because O&CMA and O&DLM models yield similar estimates, we focused the comparison

on O&CMA and single-day lag models. From a mathematical point of view, a MA is a smoothed version of the original dataset from which it

Figure 4. Relationship (evaluated by the R2 and slope) between the slopes (top graph) and the intercepts (bottom graph) estimated by the CMA&CMAmodel

and each of the alternative model specifications displayed on the x-axis. For models that included a weekend dummy variable, the mean intercept was used in

the comparisons. The values of the slopes on the two graphs should be read as: increase (>1) or decrease (<1) of the slope or intercept of the CMA&CMA

model per unit increase in the slope or intercept of a model on the x-axis. Only those HA–AP relationships that were statistically significant at 1% for each pair

of models being compared were considered in the graphs; the number (N) of such HA–AP relationships is displayed in the first graph (total number of possible

HA–AP relationships is 72).
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was calculated; therefore, the statistical properties of the MA dataset and the original dataset are rather different. Therefore, we investigated

whether changes in the distribution (skewness and kurtosis) as well as in influential values and outliers between the two datasets might be

associated with the different slopes. Our observations and a simulation were not able to pinpoint one of these distributional properties as a

cause for the difference in slopes (not shown).

In a similar way, we hypothesised whether the reduction in the variance of the APs, induced by the O&CMA model, could have played a

role. If we consider the simple case of just one independent variable, the slope is calculated by b ¼
P

xi�Xð Þ yi�Yð Þ
P

xi�Xð Þ2 ¼
P

xiyið Þ�XYP
xixið Þ�XX

.

This formula suggests that a reduction in the variance of the independent variable may reduce the denominator to a greater extent than the

numerator. However, it is difficult to make general statements because the extent to which the decrease in covariance might be due to the

simple shrinkage of the x-values or due to an effective change in the structure of the variation of x relative to y is hard to pin down. Moreover,

any generalisations are complicated by the fact that both the denominator and numerator are subtractions and a small difference between two

large numbers can be very unstable.

Finally, we performed a comparison between the O&CMA and the single-day lag model (lag0) in a different way to the comparison

performed in Figure 4. We calculated the difference in mean intercept between the two models and the difference in slope between the same

two models and then scatter-plotted the differences. Figure 5 shows the resulting relationship. On the right hand-side of the y-axis, HA–AP

relationships have a negative slope for both models being compared, whereas on the left hand-side they have positive slopes. The graph

indicates that for most HA–AP relationships the greater the difference in mean intercept between the two models, the greater the difference in

slope between the two models, and vice-versa. Why should such a relationship exist? A change in slopes does not necessarily have to be

accompanied by a change in intercept and vice-versa.

In summary, this section attempted to explore potential mathematical explanations for the fact that models containing a 7 day exposure

window display larger slopes than models with a 1 day exposurewindow.We have been unsuccessful at finding a definite explanation; but this

may be due to the fact that we looked at the role of a single factor at a time (e.g. variance reduction or reduction of outliers or skewness) when

it is likely that several factors act simultaneously to produce the change in slope. This issue should warrant further investigation in the future.

3.2.3. Smoothing the response window: comparison of CMA&CMA and O&CMA

The slopes estimated by the CMA&CMA models are slightly lower but very close to those obtained from O&CMA models (Bslopes¼ 0.95)

(Figure 4). If we compare these models with single-day lag models, it is clear that averaging the HAs leads to a much smaller change in the

slopes compared to smoothing just the APs. This result suggests two preliminary conclusions. Firstly, the original HAs dataset does not

appear to contain influential values relative to the CMA HA dataset, because if it did they would be smoothed by the CMAwhich in turn

would lead to more substantial changes in slopes. Secondly, the original HAs dataset appears to contain superfluous variation with little

informative value (noise), since the variability lost by averaging the HAs into CMA does not impact the slopes to any great extent while

substantially increasing the precision.

3.3. Evaluation of the CMA&CMA model

In this section we perform a more detailed comparison of the CMA&CMA model with the O&CMA model in terms of their sensitivity

to noise and extreme observations in the response variable and to the deletion of single observations in the dataset.

3.3.1. Robust regression with the real dataset

Many epidemiological studies that use model specifications such as O&CMA have used M-estimation to handle influential observations

in the response variable (e.g. Samoli et al., 2001; Schwartz, 2000b). It is unclear to us why authors prefer a robust regression method

that targets extreme values in the response variable rather than methods that target extreme values in both the response and

Figure 5. Relationship between the difference in mean intercept between the O&CMAmodel and the lag0 model (i.e. x-axis¼mean intercept of O&CMA –

mean intercept of lag0) with the difference in slope between the same two models (i.e. y-axis¼ slope of O&CMA – slope of lag0), for each HA–AP

relationship that was significant for both models. The HA–AP relationships to the right side of the y-axis have negative slopes for both models whereas those to

the left side have positive slopes
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exposure variables or just in the exposure variable. Nevertheless, our aim is to compare the CMA&CMA model with the most widely

used methods in the literature, which in this context would be M-estimation of the O&CMA rather than the OLS used in the previous

sections.

Since both the CMA&CMA model and M-estimation share an ability to handle extreme values in the response variable, it was

hypothesised that the slopes obtained fromCMA&CMAmodels and O&CMAmodels might becomemore similar if the latter is estimated by

M-estimation. Despite the apparent absence of extreme values in our HA dataset, it does appear to have a noisy pattern (Figure 2) which

M-estimation may adjust for.

It is rarely stated in the literature which M-estimator was used, therefore we opted for using Huber’s and Tukey’s Biweight estimators in R.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the slopes obtained from the CMA&CMAmodel (y-axis) and the slopes obtained from the O&CMA

model estimated by each robust estimator (x-axis), across statistically significant (1%) HA–AP relationships. It can be concluded that the

slopes obtained by the CMA&CMA model estimated by OLS is fairly similar to the slopes obtained by the O&CMA models estimated by

either robust estimator (Bslopes¼ 0.95 for either robust estimator). The fact that the slopes obtained by O&CMA estimated by OLS are very

similar to those of O&CMA estimated by the robust estimators (Bslopes¼ 0.99 for Huber’s and 0.97 for Tukey’s) suggests that the HAs data is

fairly devoid of influential values.

3.3.2. Robust regression with a simulated dataset

As explained before, both the CMA&CMA model and M-estimation are able to handle extreme values and noise in the response variable.

However, this ability differs in one important aspect: while MAs are sensitive as to whether extreme values are consecutive or isolated in time

(Figures 1 and 2), M-estimation is not. This ability is of importance when evaluating whether extreme values might be ‘real’ or errors and to

what extent we are willing to allow them to influence the results of the analysis.

In order to have a clearer idea about the circumstances in which the results of the previous section might arise and about the influence of

varying numbers of consecutive extreme values in the slopes obtained from the two model specifications (CMA&CMA and O&CMA) and

three estimation methods (OLS, Huber’s and Tukey’s), we performed a simple simulation. A dataset consisting of 200 observations was used

to create eight scenarios where: zero to seven consecutive observations were made extreme (the extreme values were approximately 2.5 times

higher than the mean value of the 200 observations without extreme values). Figure 7 displays the slopes estimated by the two model

Figure 6. Relationship between the slopes obtained from the CMA&CMAmodel estimated by OLS (y-axis) and the slopes obtained from the O&CMAmodel

estimated by either Huber’s or Tukey’s estimator (x-axis). Only those HA–AP relationships that were statistically significant at 1% for the CMA&CMAmodel

were considered in the graph. The value of the slope and R2 of both relationships are displayed on the graph

Figure 7. Slopes estimated from a simulated dataset consisting of 200 observations where 0 to 7 consecutive observations were made extreme (x-axis). The

extreme observations were approximately 2.5 times higher than the mean of the dataset with 0 extreme values. The slopes for these eight scenarios are

presented for the CMA&CMA model estimated by OLS, and for the O&CMA model estimated by OLS, Huber’s and Tukey’s estimator
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specifications and three estimation methods, across the eight scenarios. The two robust estimators reveal a striking difference in their

sensitivity to the number of extreme values: O&CMA_Tukey’s estimator being the least sensitive whereas O&CMA_Huber’s estimator

occupies an intermediate position between O&CMA_Tukey’s and O&CMA_OLS.

It is interesting to note that in the scenario where the response variable has no extreme values, the slope estimated by CMA&CMA is very

similar to that obtained from O&CMAwith M-estimation, or OLS estimation. This is in fact what was found with our real HA–AP dataset in

the previous section. However, when the number of consecutive extreme values is low (say less than 5), the slope obtained from CMA&CMA

gradually approaches the slope obtained from O&CMA_OLS; whereas, the robust estimators give comparatively lower and lower slopes.

Finally, as the number of consecutive extreme values increases the slope of the CMA&CMAmodel gradually becomes larger and larger than

the slope of O&CMA_OLS; whereas, the robust estimators remain conservative. The fact that CMA&CMAmodels may give slopes that are

larger than those obtained from O&CMA_OLS indicates that when extreme values are abundant instead of smoothing, the CMA&CMA

‘broadens’ extreme values over neighbouring observations.

3.3.3. Robustness of estimates

In a final comparative analysis we tested an important property of anymodel specification: that its estimates are robust to small changes in the

dataset. One way of investigating this is to remove a single observation across the range of available observations and see how that impacts

the slope. This is exemplified for two HA–AP relationships in Figure 8 where it can be observed that the slopes obtained by the CMA&CMA

model estimated by OLS shows much smaller fluctuations than the slopes obtained by the O&CMAmodel, whether the latter is estimated by

OLS or by Tukey’s estimator.

4. DISCUSSION

The new model specification, CMA&CMA, was conceived a priori on the basis of considerations regarding data quality and characteristics,

the ecological design of the study and the processes that might interfere with acute health effects.

This model was then compared with the most widely used model specifications (namely: single-day lags, O&CMA and O&DLMmodels)

and estimation methods (M-estimation) in the literature, by taking as a sample the 72 HA–AP relationships available. Results were presented

only for the January stratum since results were unchanged for the other month strata. All analyses were performed by linear regression as this

method leads to the same estimates (after an approximation) as Poisson regression and our aim is a comparison of methods, not causal

inference.

To the best of our knowledge only one article has reported the use ofMAs in both the response and exposure variable (Schwartz, 2000a) but

the reasons for doing so and its consequences relative to other model specifications were not made explicit. Apart from Roberts (2005) who

Figure 8. Change in slope when a single observation is removed across the range of observations available in the dataset (x-axis). This is exemplified for two

HA–AP relationships: Circulatory>64 with O3 (top graph) and respiratory total with NO (bottom graph). The slopes were obtained from the CMA&CMA

model estimated by OLS and from the O&CMA model estimated with Tukey’s estimator
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proposed the use of moving total counts of mortality as a substitute forMAs in cases where PMmeasurements are not available daily, no other

authors have mentioned the use of aggregated response variables.

Three warning words must be given before proceeding. First, we have compared statistics from different model specifications

without knowing which (if any) is the most accurate; the only criteria we are able to evaluate are the precision, relative change in

estimates and the latter’s robustness in the face of small changes to the dataset. It must be emphasised that, in the absence of

independent experimental evidence to guide the choice of model specification, statistical-based decisions can lead to strong biases and

ultimately meaningless associations (Lumley and Sheppard, 2000; Smith et al., 2000; Chen et al., 1999). Secondly, the results

presented here refer to the general properties of the 5 model specifications across 72 HA-AP relationships, and they may differ for

specific individual HA-AP relationships. Thirdly, the results presented here need not be reproducible in all datasets, in fact different

results may be expected depending on the characteristics of the data as was shown through a simulation.

Our results show that smoothing the HAs, in addition to the APs, does not lead to loss of information at the fine time-scales where acute

effects are conventionally expected to occur. This is evidenced by the fact that the CMA&CMA model yields slopes that are very close to

those estimated by the O&CMA model estimated by either OLS, or M-estimation. It can be concluded that, our particular HAs dataset was

fairly devoid of influential values, and for this reason both models (O&CMA and CMA&CMA) and both estimation procedures (OLS andM)

gave very similar estimates.

However, a simulation revealed that such a result may only occur under certain circumstances. When the response variable has several

extreme values that are consecutive in time, CMA&CMA slopes are closer to those of O&CMA_OLS and higher than those of

O&CMA_robust. When the response variable has several extreme values that are not consecutive in time, CMA&CMA slopes are closer to

those of O&CMA_robust and lower than those of O&CMA_OLS. This difference emphasises the fact that CMA&CMAmodel is able to deal

with extreme values that are more likely to be ‘‘real’’ (due to their being consecutive in time) differently from those that are less likely to be

‘‘errors’’ (because they are sporadic), a property that is not shared by M-estimation which down weighs extreme values regardless of their

proximity in time.

In what concerns the precision and robustness of the slopes, the CMA&CMA model outperforms the O&CMA model even if the latter is

estimated by M-estimation. The increased precision and robustness of the slopes obtained from CMA&CMA models may stem from two

sources: the fact that each data point is based on seven observations rather than just one and the introduction of serial correlation as the

Durbin-Watson statistic is always inferior to one for the CMA&CMAdataset whereas it is usually very between one and two for the O&CMA

dataset. The extent to which each of these factors contributes to the increased precision and robustness of the CMA&CMAmodels is difficult

to disentangle.

It was shown by means of a simulated dataset that different M-estimators differ greatly in their sensitivity to the number

of clustered extreme values. While this is not new, the fact that many authors do not report the M-estimator they used (e.g.

Samoli et al., 2001; Schwartz, 2000b) allied to the fact that the major statistical packages for robust regression (R and S-PLUS)

differ in their default weighing methods, appears to overlook the great impact that this decision may have on effect estimates

intended for causal inference. In addition, it is important to consider that, while M-estimators have different sensitivities to the

number of extreme values in the response variable they are, contrarily to MAs, completely blind as to whether they are also clustered

in time. Both of these properties are important for evaluating, in the absence of additional information, whether extreme values

are ‘real’ or errors.

In conclusion, the CMA&CMA model estimated by OLS has the following advantages for datasets similar to ours: (1) it yields

estimates that are substantially more robust and more precise compared to other model specifications and two major M-estimators;

(2) MAs are sensitive to the number of clustered extreme values, a property that not all M-estimators share; (3) MAs are sensitive

as to whether extreme values are clustered in time, a property that none of the M-estimators share; (4) the CMA&CMA model

is easy to use and does not require specialised software; (5) when the window of the CMA&CMA model is of 7 days, it can adjust

for systematic weekly oscillations, thus avoiding the need to include additional terms for weekdays, and can adjust for effect

modification (which dummy variables cannot). In the case of datasets with different properties from ours, the CMA&CMA model

may serve as a tool to assess data properties and quality more closely. We had anticipated two potential disadvantages of the

CMA&CMA model. First, the loss of relevant high frequency information due to the smoothing of HAs, but this was shown to be

unfounded. The second was the introduction of autocorrelation in the residuals, which is confirmed as the Durbin-Watson statistic is

always less than one.

The pursuit of the daily level of analysis in time-series studies appears to have grown out of convention, the availability of data on a

daily basis, and the statistical advantages offered by a large dataset. In this article we have tried to introduce another criteria for the

time-unit of analysis, that of data quality. There could be instances when single-day health data at the population level is simply not

reliable enough and/or contains no additional information compared to aggregations over more than 1 day, even though we may have

strong reasons to believe that associations do occur on a daily basis at the individual level. As shown in this study, the averaging of the HAs

in time may in fact be advantageous as it increases the precision of the estimates without distortion or loss of the underlying daily signal.

However, with such aggregations we lose the ability to locate or attribute the associations with single days and we introduce

autocorrelation in the residuals.
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